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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements about the fraud risk assessment process is MOST ACCURATE"? 

A. To ensure the independence of the team members a fraud risk assessment must be conducted by a consultant or
other external party. 

B. The assessment team must be perceived as independent and objective by others for the assessment to be effective 

C. If the individuals conducting the fraud risk assessment truly believe that fraud could not happen at the organization
the assessment process should reflect that belief. 

D. The fraud risk assessment is most effective when management s influence on the process is limited. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

According to the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission\\'s (COSO) Internal
Control--Integrated Framework (the Framework), there are five interrelated components of a company\\'s internal
control. Which of the following is NOT among these five components? 

A. Ethical culture 

B. Risk assessment 

C. Control activities 

D. Monitoring 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is NOT included in the five fraud risk management principles described 

A. Communicating the expectations of those governing the fraud risk management program 

B. Deploying preventive and detective fraud control activities to mitigate fraud risk 

C. Performing comprehensive fraud risk assessments to identify specific fraud schemes 

D. Developing one-time evaluations for each fraud risk management principle 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is FALSE regarding corporate governance\\' 
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A. Effective corporate governance practices are most necessary in an organization in which the owners are not also the
individuals responsible for setting and executing the business strategy 

B. Effective corporate governance practices are considered to be the foundation of fraud risk management. 

C. Corporate governances primary purpose is to ensure the accuracy of the organization\\'s financial reports 

D. An entity\\'s corporate governance structure specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among the different
participants in the organization. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The Institute of Internal Auditors\\' (IIA) International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing states
that 

A. The internal auditor must apply the skill and care of an expert whose primary responsibility is investigating fraud 

B. The internal auditor must apply the skill and care of an expert whose primary responsibility is detecting fraud. 

C. The internal auditor must apply the skill and care of an unbiased, infallible audit professional. 

D. The internal auditor must apply the skill and care of a reasonably prudent and competent internal auditor 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

White, a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE). was hired to conduct a fraud examination. She did not find fraud, but. in
White\\'s opinion, there were several internal control deficiencies that, if not remediated, could facilitate the occurrence
of fraud. Under the ACFE Code of Professional Ethics. White may include her opinion on the controls in her report to
management 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

In identifying the inherent fraud risks that could apply to the organization the fraud risk assessment team should discuss 

A. The possibility of management override of controls 

B. Risks to the organization\\'s reputation 

C. The organization\\'s incentive programs 

D. All of the above 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following is a detective anti-fraud control? 

A. Separation of duties 

B. Hiring policies and procedures 

C. Independent reconciliations 

D. Fraud awareness training 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Employees should be kepi unaware that management is watching for lifestyle and behavior changes in staff members
that might indicate fraud 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is NOT one of the three general approaches used to control corporate crime? 

A. Consumer action to force change 

B. Voluntary changes in corporate attitudes and structure 

C. Media blacklisting of the organization 

D. Strong intervention of the government 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is TRUE regarding an organization s ethics program? 

A. To be most effective, access to the organization s ethics policy should be restricted to employees and other internal
parties only 

B. In designing the ethics program, management should consider whether the organization currently has any ethical
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leadership issues 

C. An effective written ethics policy alone is sufficient to communicate managements ethical philosophy and serve as a
comprehensive ethics program 

D. All of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Open-door management policies are a fraud prevention mechanism that addresses which leg of the Fraud Triangle? 

A. Opportunity 

B. Willingness 

C. Lack of integrity 

D. Pressure 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

In response to an employee s failure to meet performance expectations. a manager demotes the employee to a junior-
level position This is an example of what type of behavioral response? 

A. Negative reinforcement 

B. Punishment 

C. Positive reinforcement 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

The fact that most groups within groups a society have the same ideas of right and wrong greatly assists in the ability to
determine the correct ethical decision in a given situation. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 15

Professional auditing standards suggest that auditors incorporate an "element of predictability" in the selection of
auditing procedures to be performed so that they ensure the same areas are tested in the same manner during each
audit. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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